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Finnish Space industry today

� Finnish Space industry has delivered its products and services to over

40 satellite programs in its more than 30 years of history

� More than 10 companies delivering products to up-stream market with 

focus on spacecraft electronics, RF products, software and structures.

� Space sector employees are highly educated with more than 60% 

have university or higher education degree.

� Survey done by Tekes in 2015 for Finnish companies: showed that 

approximately 200 out of 800 companies involved in innovation have 

products, services or processes which would not work without space 

technology
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Finnish Space industry in European Space

industry context

� European Space industry has been constantly growing and increasing

its direct employment in the last 10 years.

� Commercial and export sales represents 40-50% of total European

space manufacturing services. Institutional customers also important

specially for developing products to international markets.

1) Source: Eurospace facts and figures, http://www.eurospace.org/Data/Sites/1/pdf/factandfigures/simpaper2015final.pdf
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Nordic countries Space funding and ESA 

participation

� Nordic countries ESA funding 2015:

� Sweden

� ESA programs budget in 2015, 80 MEUR

� Norway

� ESA programs budget in 2015, 60 MEUR

� Denmark

� ESA programs budget in 2015, 27 MEUR

� Finland

� ESA programs budget in 2015, 20 MEUR

1) Source: www.esa.int/For_Media/Highlights/ESA_budget_2015 
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Space industry boosting economic growth

and impacting society

� Space manufacturing industry represents 1/3 of total Space economy

� Investments in Space assets have ecomic returns factors up to 5

1) OECD Space Economy at Glance 20145



NewSpace

� Space is coming a commodity which attracts significant private

investments for creating new services for different kind of consumers.

� NewSpace will increase the space industry impact to global economic

growth along with current space products and services.

� Finnish space industry is also actively seeking opportunities to exploit

these new opportunities but also domestic development funding is 

needed.
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Source: spacenews.com/

Source: fortune.com



Future outlook for Finnish Space industry

� Finland has already long heritage from Space industry and have

created wide competence in broad scope of Space products.

� Space investments are showing very good return factors and they are

creating economic growth to other industry branches as well.

� Creating commercial success stories more in the future need National  

and other Institutional support where the aim should be in create equal

competitive starting points for the Finnish Space industry.
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Few examples of Finnish Space products
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